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introduction

• This is a talk about computer games 

and human rights

• These are not two subjects that are 

often discuSsed together

• That doesn’t mean they shouldn’t be • That doesn’t mean they shouldn’t be 

discussed together, nor that they aren’t

– I’ve spoken at ministerial-level eu and 

council of europe events on the subject

• All it means is that the connection is as 

yet under-explored



questions

• I pose a lot of questions in this talk, 

and give few answers

– This is goOd from your perspective – it’s 

new territory to be explored!

• However, i do hope to establish some • However, i do hope to establish some 

guiding principles

• Note that misguided and over-

zealous application of laws can do 

more harm than goOd

– Consider aLl effects before you act!



• Here’s someone getting knocked out

Big hit



fundamentals

• When it comes to games and human rights, 

it’s important to remember that:

– Everyone has human rights, whether they 

play games or not

– Computer games are played by players, – Computer games are played by players, 

who (being human) have human rights

– Computer games are designed by designers, 

who (being human) also have human rights

• Many of the issues we’ll be coming across 

concern competing rights



Over-extension

• It’s easy when discussing human rights 

to slip into other areas of law

– Fraud may be a crime, but it’s not a 

human rights violation

• Likewise, confusion with law-making• Likewise, confusion with law-making

– Treating human rights conventions as part of 

a state’s constitution

• It’s also very easy to stretch it thin

– Is being hurt emotionally a security-of-person 

violation? “It made me cry!”



players

• Most games involve moving tokens of 

some kind through some play space

– Eg. Chessmen on a chess board

• Sometimes, one special token will 

represent “the player”represent “the player”

– this happens in rpgs by definition

• Important: this token is not the 

player! it’s the player’s character

– In computer games, often avatar

• Strictly speaking, that’s just its visual appearance 



Games crash course

• What is a game?

1. Play is what happens when you 

freely and knowingly bound

your behaviour according to a set of 

rules in the hope of gaining some rules in the hope of gaining some 

benefit

2. A Game is play you can lose

– Computer games are merely games played on 

computers

– Note: on Not using – eg. laptop frisbee



The game paradox

• The reason people play is for the 

perceived benefit

– Usually “to have fun” for computer games

• To gain this benefit, Players temporarily 

give up some freedom to actgive up some freedom to act

– ie. they follow the rules

• ParadoxicalLy, this opens up new

actions unavailable before

– Because the other players are also

consensually bounding their behaviour



Magic circle

• Game scholars call the space within 

which players are bounding their 

actions the magic circle

• The context It provides is what 

psychologists refer to as a framepsychologists refer to as a frame

– Including A set of permissions to do things 

you normally wouldn’t

– Dark room sex game

• Many leisure activities involve frames

– Eg. actors being sexist/racist on stage



Half real

• Rationally, the magic circle doesn’t exist

– However players want it to so much that 

they wilL themselves to ignore this fact

– A situation jesper juul calls half-real

• players will tolerate some degree of • players will tolerate some degree of 

reality intruding into their game

• TOo much though and the magic circle 

breaks

– People not playing by the rules

– People playing by different-to-your rules



Game over



Down to business

• It sounds great to be talking about 

human rights, but which human 

rights?

– Computer games raise more questions about 

some than othersthan 

• Likewise, talking about computer 

games sounds coOl, but which

computer games?

– Some types raise more Human Rights issues 

than do others



tiers

• When it comes to human rights, 

computer games can                     

be placed in tiers

• Each higher tier has                    

Fewer games than                       Fewer games than                       

the one below it

• However, it has the                 

same human rights                 

issues plus some                     

new ones



The tiers concern

• Rights of non-players

– Eg. Can I play games it offends you that i play?

• Single-player games

– Eg. Can i kill begGars for experience points?

• Multiplayer games• Multiplayer games

– Eg. What if I always shoot black characters first?

• Massively-multiplayer games

– Eg. Can i campaign for a political party?

• Weird futuristicfuturisticfuturisticfuturistic possibilities

– Eg. If npcs are intelligent, can i switch them oFf?



The sims

• Here’s a scene from the sims

• Later, hubby sets the house on fire and 

wifey survives by standing in his wEe



Non-player rights

• The first way in which non-players’ rights 

are affected by games concerns consent

• Example game 1:

– Computer generates one secret random 

word for you and another one for meword for you and another one for me

– The first one of us to get the other to 

say our word wins

• Example game 2:

– As example game 1 but we get complete 

strangers to say the words



extending

• This is anNoying for the non-players 

being used as pawns, but Is it breaching 

their human rights?

• What If instead of getting them to say 

words you punched them?words you punched them?

– First to knock out a stranger wins!

• “we’re just playing a game” works if the 

people involved give their consent

– Boxing (a competitive game)

• It fails without consent



limits

• Boxing is interesting because boxers are 

temporarily giving up a human right

– Article 3 UDHR: Security of person

• Human rights laws would anNul any 

contract that let someone beat you upcontract that let someone beat you up

• Is it therefore a general principle 

that people can opt to waive their human 

rights as part of a game?

• Shouldn’t non-players be able to protect

you from yourself?



Forms of hurt

• Imagine a game in which you played a man 

stalking and raping a woman

• Would such a game breach the human 

rights of women? on what basis?

– No-one is actualLy being raped– No-one is actualLy being raped

– The rapist character may be male but the 

player could be female

– A film about rape would be allowed

– It’s not going to turn players into rapists

• Such games exist as a genre in japan



Triangular trade

• This is a slave ship

• Europeans took                 

manufactured goOds

to africa, slaves to                  

the caribbean, then                     the caribbean, then                     

raw materials back

to europe



ignorance

• There is an argument that computer 

games should be treated difFerently

because they’re interactive

– People learn things from games

• If i play games in which i witness • If i play games in which i witness 

human rights abuses, perhaps i’ll 

think such behaviour is acCeptable?

• Much of this view is come from fear and 

ignorance of computer games

• How many of them show abuses anyway?



The Trial report

• A 2009 report by frida castillo for Trial

(“track impunity always”) looked at 20 

fpss covering contemporary combat

– Judged against international human rights 

law and international humanitarian lawlaw and international humanitarian law

• Some games came out of it very well

• Commonest violations were: 

– principles of distinction and proportionality

• Eg. Destroying civilian property

– Torture and cruel/inhuman/degrading behaviour



And yet...

• The report views depiction of ihL abuses as 

being universally a bad thing

• However, this Shows a lack of 

understanding of game design as art

• Example: the bad guys may be shown using • Example: the bad guys may be shown using 

torture so we know they’re bad guys

– Good guys don’t do that!

• You can learn torture is bad this way..!

– That’s if you don’t know anyway –

gamers aren’t in general badly-informed



Single-player games

• Non-player interest in human rights 

and games (whether computer or not) 

primarily concerns:

– the use of non-players as game tokens

– Protecting players from being complicit in – Protecting players from being complicit in 

their own rights’ abuses

– planting sEeds in the minds of players that 

human rights abuses can be acCeptable

• This last point brings us to the subject of 

single-player computer games



Solo play

• In a single-player game, you, the player, 

can’t abuse anyone else’s human rights 

because you’re playing by yourself!

• However, as the trial report shows, you 

can do things which would, if they can do things which would, if they 

happened in real life, be violations

– Note the frame difference: “in the game” and 

“in real life”

• these violations do not all have the same 

maSs, though 



depictions

• Things you see happen but can’t prevent

– eg. Cut scenes of torture

• Things you can do but the game punishes

you for having done

– eg. Mission failure for Firing on a church

• Things you can do and the game lets you• Things you can do and the game lets you

– eg. Imprisoning sims

• Things the game rewards you for doing

– eg. Experience points for killing passers-by

• Things the game requires you to do

– Eg. Feasting on beggars as a vampire in oblivion



Drawing a line

• Of these, the only one that the player 

might feel is an abuse of their own

rights is the last one

– If i personally don’t want to do things 

in a game because they disturb me, i in a game because they me, i 

shouldn’t have to

• This brings us to the relationship between 

players and designers

• Basically, no, you don’t have to – you 

don’t have to play at aLl



addiction

• Part of the definition of a game is 

that players play frEely

– If you don’t like the game, stop playing!

• However, what if a game were designed to 

remove that freedom?remove that freedom?

– Another “security of person” abuse?

• It’s posSible to create games which are 

psychologically addictive

• The gambling industry does this with 

slot machines



Oflag IV-c

• This is colditz castle in saxony, a 

prisoner of war camp in wwII

• 130 escapes

• 36 escapees                            

made it                                made it                                

back home



indoctrination

• game design is an ART form

• It allows designers to present political

views through gameplay and fiction

• Example: all elves are nature-loving 

aesthetes; all dwarfs are beer-aesthetes; all dwarfs are beer-

drinking boOrs

• This “says” that racial stereotyping is 

natural and justified

• Not a human rights violation, but an 

assault on its principles?



open

• The previous example was a tacit

endorsement of discrimination

• It can be more open

• Example: the trader malachi in a tale in the 

desert would only trade with maledesert would only trade with male

characters

• Is this an abuse of human rights?

– Most female players play female characters

– Most female characters are played by men



reflection

• In some cases, rights abuses appear in a 

game because they reflect reality

– Medieval II: total war has no female generals but 

does have princeSses who can be marRied 

oFf

– All the soccer players in football manager 2010 are – All the soccer players in football manager 2010 are 

male

• Sometimes, Discrimination can be there to 

make an artistic point

– All-female priesthood in dragon age feels unfair to 

men – like all-male priesthoods in rl do to women? 



idealism

• As this shows, Game designers can be quite 

a liberal bunch of people

• They will sometimes take an opPosite

extreme to promote equality

• Particularly common is gender being • Particularly common is gender being 

reduced to a cosmetic level

– Women are as strong as men

– One-size-fits-all plate armour

– Except: can men have babies?

• Almost a given in today’s rpgs



Abuse?

• Is this a human rights violation?

– It’s stripping people of their individuality

• It can be very anNoying to players 

when it’s inauthentic

– Female popes in the guild– Female popes in the guild

• It can also gloss over awkward truths

– Ships in pirate games never carry slaves

• in single-player games you can give 

players a switch to decide for themselves

– Not that many games do this...



Multi-player

• Multi-player games bring a whole new

dimension to the discussion

– Other players

• Players of single-player games can abuse 

npcs, but not other real peoplenpcs, but not other real people

• Players of multi-player games can abuse 

(the human rights of) other real people

• Important: you need to keep in mind that 

distinction between player and 

character here



characteristics

• When players get along with each other, 

they form or join clans or guilds

• Sometimes, the entrance criteria are openly 

discriminatory

– “men only”– “men only”

• Some of whom may be playing female characters

– “homosexual men only”

• Can a guild ever ban black characters?

– Does context matter, eg. It’s a role-playing 

guild of medieval viking characters?



operators

• Most online games are facilitated by 

operating companies

– Microsoft, blizzard, valve, sony etc..

• Can those companies publicly reveal 

what player is behind what what player is behind what 

character?

– Privacy is a human right – udhr article 12

• Blizzard did just that earlier this year

– They reversed their decision after a few 

days due to player outcry



context and consent

• Nothing here is clear cut

• If you’re told up-front your name and 

character will be revealed, that’s ok?

• If some feature requires disclosure?

– Eve online’s stellar management committee– Eve online’s stellar management committee

• If guild leaders demand it?

• Context and consent play a big part

• Is human rights law geared to handle

multiple nested layers of subtle frames?



mmorpgs

• Mmorpgs, or virtual worlds, have 

alL these issues and many, many more

• They’re where all the action is 

concerning human rights and games

• Played by unmanageably large • Played by unmanageably large 

numbers of players for often very 

diFferent reasons

– Not all of which are legitimate...

• My own specialist field

– Because i co-wrote the first one



scunthorpe

• Scunthorpe is a steel-making town in 

lincolnshire, england



Rights of the avatar 1

• Raph koster’s thought experiment:

– What if avatars (characters) had rights?

• Redrafted U.S. bill of rights and 
france’s declaration of the rights 
of man in terms of avatars

– http://www.raphkoster.com/gaming/playerrigh– http://www.raphkoster.com/gaming/playerrigh
ts.shtml

• Actually, avatars have no rights

– raph was using the thought experiment to see 
what rights players had

– This is an oft-misunderstOod paper!



Rights of the avatar 2

• The original draft of the paper went
down like a lead zepPelin

• Raph recouched it as “advice to admins”

– Someone’s finger is on the power button

– What this someone says goes

– If this someone doesn’t provide a code of 
conduct, their players deserve aLl they get

– Players should be consulted over changes 
to the code of conduct, but can be ignored

– Codes of conduct should be fair and should 
be applied fairly



Rights of the avatar 3

• So what does this mean in terms of actual 

rights of players?

– Players have rights in the real world, of 

which the mmorpg is a part

– In considering rights, mmorpgs should only– In considering rights, mmorpgs should only

be thought of in terms real-world effects

• so an “escape from colditz” game would be ok

– Developers can take their baLl home if 

they like

– Players don’t have to play ball if they 

don’t want to



Freedom of speech 1

• Player rights can thus be summarised as 

“if you don’t like it, leave”

• But what if they can’t leave?

– “hey, you addicted me, you have to accept 

your responsibilities”your responsibilities”

• Well tough luck! “Freedom of 

expression” protects developers here

– J. k. rowling can kill harRy poTter in 

book 8 and there’s nothing “addicted” 

readers can do about it



Freedom of speech 2

• It’s Not quite that simple, though

• if a developer deliberately killed a 

character so as to traumatise its 

player, that would be wrong

• unexpected context shifts can also fall • unexpected context shifts can also fall 

foul of the law

– Harry doesn’t get to smoke dope and shag 

hermione (or vice versa)

– But if the book warned you on its cover 

that it was x-rated, it would be ok?



governance

• Mmo operators consider their virtual 

worlds to be private spaces

– Yet they’re open to anyone with a computer

• Many rights concern the relationship 

between an individual and the statebetween an individual and the state

– Eg. Rights to Representation, and a fair trial

• If an mmo acts like a state, shouldn’t it 

have the responsibilities of one?

– Wow has a larger population than have 150 

countries



A problem

• There is an issue here

• Virtual world developers routinely:

– Punish players without trial

– Exile them

– Restrict freedom of expression– Restrict freedom of expression

– Destroy property

– Infringe privacy

• ALl of these are human rights violations

• Should governments behave this way?!



rule

• Well No, governments shouldn’t behave this 

way

• However, mmo operators are not governments 

• They do rule their virtual worlds, but they 

don’t do so as governments

• They rule as gods

• The difference:

– Gods operate by changing the laws of 

physics

– Governments operate by judicious aPplication

of the laws of physics that pertain to their world



The hierarchy

• Real Gods

– 0, 1 or many, depending on your belief system

• Real Physics-bound people

– Us! Can only change physics by appealing to gods

• Real-world governments

• Virtual world developers

• Virtual physics-bound people

– Players! Can only change virtual physics by 

appealing to developers, governments or real gods

• Virtual-world governments

– Can be coded-in or self-organised



Gods, governments and citizens

• Basic relationship: Gods create a world, which 

contains people, some of whom govern the 

remaining citizens



The real and the virtual

• Combining two instances of this, we get:



expression

• It therefore really does come down to “if 

you don’t like it, don’t play”

– Unlike reality, it’s easy to switch mmos

– (However, that double-dashed line between 

players and characters is an issue...)players and characters is an issue...)

• Designers can create as oppressive and 

unfair a world as they like, because 

players don’t have to play it

– If i want to create a game set in a gulag, i 

should be allowed to do so, surely?



Freedom to play

• User-created content is often touted 

as a big thing for virtual worlds

• It may seem oDd therefore to rank it 

below designer-created content

• Doesn’t freedom of expression mean players • Doesn’t freedom of expression mean players 

should be able to play however they like?

• In theory, yes, but what happens when 

your freedom of expression stops me

from playing how i like?

• “the players” is not a single group!



Rule-breaking

• In single-player computer games, all 

The rules are programMed into it

– As part of the physics

• In massively-multiplayer games, 

there are other rules not coded-inthere are other rules not coded-in

– Eg. You can stop people using particular

swear words but you can’t stop them 

inventing new ones, like scunthorpe

• Some players only play by the coded-in 

rules



The issue

• These players will say that they’re simply 

playing difFerently

– A freedom of expression defence

• However, what if my fun depends on your 

moderating that expression?moderating that expression?

– Don’t i have a freedom not to have to listen 

to your expression?

• A three-musketeers role-playing game is 

spoilt if you talk about the world cup

– You break the magic circle



example

• Gold-farming is an industry in which 

people play mmorpgs to collect in-world 

currency that they sell for real money

• This means players can buy suCceSs

– Most of them don’t like this – it’s unfair– Most of them don’t like this – it’s unfair

• “if you don’t like it, don’t play”

– couldn’t i just leave and set up a new mmo 

of my own if i was sufficiently annoyed?

• Well i could, But you can then come and 

play it and spoil everything again



property

• This brings us to another important issue: 

property rights

– a huge area in mmo law research, so i’m 

only going to scratch the surface

• UDHR article 17.2 says no-one should be • UDHR article 17.2 says no-one should be 

arbitrarily deprived of their property

• Recently, a ship in eve online was attacked 

and destroyed along with its cargo

– 74 pilot licence extensions worth $1,295

• Was that arbitrary? It wasn’t deliberate...



Neural Needler

• This is a quest-related object from the 

World of warcraft wrath of the 

lich king expansion



ownership

• The bigGest question about virtual 

property is whose is it?

• developers assert that it’s theirs

– If indeed it’s really “property” at all

• However, players treat it as if it were • However, players treat it as if it were 

regular property and can feEl it’s theirs

– Especially if they bought it, which happens 

all the time in second life

• So what hapPens if the game allows 

people to steal property?



Moral rights

• Udhr article 27.2 talks about the right to 

protection of the moral interests in 

your artistic creations

– Berne convention: rights of atTribution

and integrityand 

• This means that if you publish a 

screenshot of my in-game creation, i 

can insist on it’s removal

• But the virtual world itself publishes a 

stream of screenshots the whole time..!



more

• There’s a lot more about virtual 

property, some of which impinges on 

human rights

• Things to look into if you’re keen:

– Nerfing virtual property– Nerfing virtual property

– Closure of failed mmos in which people 

own virtual property

– The effect of enforcing a property right 

could itself destroy that property’s value

– sales versus service of virtual property



Identity and identification

• Remember the dashed line on the gods 

and governments diagram?

• The reason people play mmos is to be

and become themselves

– the benefit from the definition of game– the benefit from the definition of game

• The aim is for you and your in-world 

character to be as one

• Players call this condition imMersion

– I have a 2-hour lecture explaining the theory, 

but today just take my word for it...



unmediated

• If player and character are (in that 

player’s mind) one, then what you do to 

the character you do to its player

• There’s a whole frame removed from the 

equationequation

• if i’m playing an educational game in 

which i am a slave and i get treated 

badly, ok, so i gain some insight

• But if i’m immersed, i’m actuaLly

sufFering emotionally!



A case study

• I’m going to end with a case study

• However, for it to                     

make sense i need to               

explain about the                

covenantcovenant

• Oh, that picture on                the 

right is Wednesday                   

addams out of the                   

addams family 1960s tv                      

show



Mmo design

• The designer of an mmo:

– Sets the fictional framework

– Provides possible actions (means)

– Provides a range of goals (motive)

– Presents events such that players have to – Presents events such that players have to 

make decisions as to which goals they 

should pursue and how (opportunity)

• However, players don’t know in advance 

what is expected of them

– This is part of the fun!



The covenant

• Problem: if you don’t know what the game 

fully involves, how do you know if 

you’ll like it?

• Designers therefore:

– Create a set of general expectations as to – Create a set of general expectations as to 

where the boundaries lie

• moral, genre and gameplay

– Covenant with players that, even though 

they don’t know what’s coming up, it wiLl

fall within those boundaries



example

• Example: if you’re told up front that 
this is a game about kniTting, you 
can’t complain if it turns out to 
feature a lot of knitting

• However, you can complain if it • However, you can complain if it 
involves stabbing people to death
with a knitTing needle

– You would have expected the designer 
to mention that, er, point



change

• Mmos are ongoing projects, and sometimes 

designers want to change the boundaries

• This has to be explained outside the 

context of the game

• Star wars galaxies was losing players • Star wars galaxies was losing players 

and wanted to stabilise around combat

– “new game enhancements” were announced

– People who liked crafting rather than 

combat had the chance to leave

• This is fair enough



legitimacy

• designers can also break the covenant in-

world legitimately

• For exAMPLE, You can overstep a boundary 

in order to establish it

• Example: wow quest “Zenn’s bidding”• Example: wow quest “Zenn’s bidding”

– Kill creatures you’re not really supposed to

– Have to do a penitence quest to atone for it

• Example: wow quest “army of the damned”

– Role-play the bad guy and find out just how 

bad he is



“the art of persuasion”

• A quest in Wow where you are asked to 

torture a prisoner for information

– this is not something that alliance players 

haD been asked to do before, ever

• The people asking you to do the torturing • The people asking you to do the torturing 

are themselves forbiDden from doing it!

• Most players did it without a second 

thought – “it’s just a game”

– However, a significant minority were 

dismayed – and i was one of them



Meaning

• There are several explanations:

• 1) It’s an artistic statement showing 

how small incremental “just this once” 

amoral actions can lead to decay

– The bad guy, arthas, made such a descent– The bad guy, arthas, made such a descent

– This quest gives players an insight into 

how he became what he became

• But you have to say this is so!

– Or the players won’t notice it

– Or they wilL, but will think you’re a jerk



political

• 2) it’s a political statement, making an 

analogy between the “we don’t do torture”  

Kirin tor and the us government

– We don’t do torture, so we’ll hand him over 

to someone who does – you!to someone who – you!

– Extraordinary rendition

• Again, this is a valid thing to do but you 

have to flag it up

– Otherwise, people either won’t notice or will 

think you’re a jerk



darker

• 3) the designer wanted to reflect wow’s 

growing maturity by incorporating 

edgier material

• Again, this is justifiable but only if you 

teLl people about the changes up frontteLl people about the changes up front

– So they can stop playing if it bothers them

• I didn’t know when I bought the wrath 

of the lich king expansion that it would be 

asking me to torture non-player 

characters



default

• 4) the default situation is what 
usuaLly applies to quests

• the designer didn’t mark the quest as 
transgressing player expectations because 
he or she thought it was within them

• Well, the designer was wrong…• Well, the designer was wrong…

• Either the designer didn’t know what 
players think, or the designer didn’t 
believe torture is bad

• Either way, the designer is a jerk



coping

• Why did so many players not register 
wow’s torture quest as an issue?

• Well, maybe for them it isn’t – they 
think torture is fine

• perhaps they did register it sub-
consciously, but wanted to explore that consciously, but wanted to explore that 
aspect of their personality

• Or perhaps they had lost all sense of 
naRrative in the race to level 80

• Did you notice harry potter 7 had an 
unflagged instance of torture?



Other examples

• WRATH OF THE LICH KING haD some other

new quests that WEre alarming for 

players of “good” characters

– “tormenting the softknuckles”

– “surrender … not!”– “surrender … not!”

• Some mmos have troublesome quests 

that nevertheless fit the context

• For these, you know the deal before you 

play

– therefore if you don’t like it, don’t play



excuses

• Some players will cheerfully use their “it’s 

just a game” argument to assert there’s 

nothing they wouldn’t do for xp!

• So … they’d do <their most abhorrent idea 

of sexual assault > to a representation of of sexual assault > to a representation of 

<the deity they worship >?

• Everyone has something that will 

shock them out of their immersion

• When you exit the frame of the magic 

circle, you exit the game



analysis

• My complaint here wasn’t that i thought 

games shouldn’t depict torture

• It was that the quest’s designer hadn’t 

flagGed it

– In my case, it wasn’t a human rights issue– In my case, it wasn’t a human rights issue

• Some people, though, were genuinely

very distressed by this quest

– One claimed to have been tortured once in rl!

• Is “well don’t play then” a defence, or 

is it tOo late for that?



FUTURISTIC

• CAN NON-HUMANS HAVE HUMAN RIGHTS?

• SUPPOSE I CREATED AN MMORPG WITH NPCS 

SO SOPHISTICATED THAT YOU COULDN’T 

DISTINGUISH THEM FROM PEOPLE

• ARE THESE NPCS ENTITLED TO HUMAN RIGHTS?• ARE THESE NPCS ENTITLED TO HUMAN RIGHTS?

– THEY’RE SENTIENT BEINGS

– THEY MAY NOT EVEN KNOW THEY’RE ARTIFICIAL

• CAN YOU TREAT THEM INHUMANELY?

– WHAT IF THAT’S WHY THEY WERE CREATED?

– IF YOU COULDN’T HURT THEM, THEY WOULDN’T EXIST



Wrapping up

• I’VE COVERED LOTS, BUT NONE OF THE 

HUMAN RIGHTS ISSUES ARE HEAVYWEIGHT

– NO-ONE IS ON DETENTION WITHOUT TRIAL HERE...

• HOWEVER, MANY SMALL RIGHTS ABUSES ARE 

HAPPENING DAILY TO MANY, MANY PEOPLEHAPPENING DAILY TO MANY, MANY PEOPLE

• YOU GET TO DECIDE WHAT YOUR OPINION IS 

ON THESE ISSUES

– VERY LITTLE OF IT IS “DECIDED”

• EXAMPLE: IS DEPICTING HUMAN RIGHTS 

VIOLATIONS ITSELF A HUMAN RIGHTS VIOLATION?



GUIDING PRINCIPLES

• THERE ARE A FEW GUIDING PRINCIPLES TO 

BEAR IN MIND WHEN MAKING YOUR ANALYSIS

– ALWAYS REMEMBER IT’S PLAYERS NOT 

CHARACTERS THAT HAVE THE RIGHTS

– PLAYERS WHO CONSENT TEMPORARILY TO – PLAYERS WHO CONSENT TEMPORARILY TO 

GIVING UP A RIGHT SO AS TO GAIN A GREATER

BENEFIT WILL NOT LIKE DO-GOODERS INTERFERING

– THERE IS AN IMPLICIT COVENANT BETWEEN 

DESIGNER AND PLAYERS THAT AFFECTS RIGHTS

– FRAMES AND THE MAGIC CIRCLE ARE CRUCIAL

• “IT’S ALL FUN AND GAMES UNTIL SOMEONE LOSES AN EYE”



WARNING

• IT’S POSsIBLE THAT THE ASSERTING OF A 

RIGHT IS SELF-DEFEATING

– ASSERTING A RIGHT TO PREACH IN A STRONG 

ROLE-PLAYING MMO WOULD EVENTUALLY CLOSE IT

• ASK WHY A HUMAN RIGHT EXISTS BEFORE • ASK WHY A HUMAN RIGHT EXISTS BEFORE 

MINDLESsLY APPLYING IT

• I’VE SPOKEN ABOUT GAMES HERE, BUT A LOT 

OF THIS APPLIES TO SIMULATIONS AND 

SOCIAL WORLDS TOO

– DON’T ASSUME GAMES ARE ALWAYS UNIQUE



CONCLUSION

• An early text mmo called mist WAS RUN 

BY A TYRANnICAL ADMINISTRATOR WHO 

alL the time would DELETE or 

IMPRISON characters, DESTROY

PROPERTY, BAN PLAYERS, INSULT THEMPROPERTY, BAN PLAYERS, INSULT THEM

– ALL ARBITRARILY AND ON A WHIM

• THE PLAYERS LOVED IT

– IT WAS PART OF THE GAME

• SHOULD A GAME LIKE MIST BE ALLOWED?

• LUCKILY, YOU’RE THE EXPERTS – NOT ME!


